
ROFI INNOVA is a spaceous 
tent model with a modular 
design. Option on cross 
connection modules and cross 
connection tent for building tent 
configurations. 

The modular design allows for 
selecting the tent in sizes that 
suits most purposes of use. 
The modules are 6x3,5 m with 
a height at the sidewalls of 2 
m, meaning full utilisation of 
the floor area. Each section has  
windows, prepared for natural 
ventilation. The tent has optional 
door solutions, air inlets and 
service openings. Integrated 
PVC- flooring protects against 
surface water as well as reptiles 
and bugs.

The tent is equipped with 
integrated and detachable cable 
ducts and air distribution hose. 
Use of entrance section will 
increase protection against 
bad weather conditions when 
entering and exiting the tent.

ROFI INNOVA TENT

Description Key features

High comfort
The Innova is a high-end 
solution for professional 
organizations and 
agencies

Sophisticated 
structure
Slide-in and -out 
aluminum structure 
with profiles for 
multiple layers and an 
extremely stable shelter

Smart logistics
All in various portable 
units in a logic and 
practical system

Multiple use
Utilised for Field 
Hospitals, Complete 
Camps and specialized 
purposes
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Inner cabin

Personal, lockable cabin to facilitate a degree 
of privacy. To be equipped with a suitable bed, 
or bunk bed if required, lighting, air-condition 
or heating and a chair, table or alu-box. At each 
entrance there is a transparent pocket for ID/mail, 
magazine box.

Accessories
  Lights 

  Bed

  Shower

  Floor tiles

  Aircondition/heating

  Funiture

  Sanitary solutions

  Electric supply

  Inner cabin

  Separation wall

  Entrance section

Separation 
wall

Cross-wise separation walls with roll-up or 
slide-away door opening are available. This to 
further enhance the utilization
options of the units.

Entrance 
section

Practical entrance sections facilitating space 
for a dressing room which will optimize the 
indoor environment. Solid, lockable doors are 
also available.

Floor tiles

Solid, plastic floor tiles is one option to create 
a most practical flooring, stand-alone or as 
basis for further layers.  

Highlighted accessories

Areas of use
  Field hospital 

  Accomodation

  First Aid Station

  Admin/staff tent

  Recreation area

  Decontamination


